
Using Multiple UV channels for projection mapping in 3dsmax v.1 – Jesse Brophy 

1. Create awesome model.  Since I don’t have any I will use this head I made 

 

2. Add an Unwrap UVW modifier to your model and set it to map channel 2.   

 
We will use Map channel 2 as our target channel as max defaults to Map Channel when adding 

unwraps and we don’t want to accidently overwrite all our hard work here.  This is your final 

unwrap output so take your time with it.  All your textures will be ripped to this texture sheet 

for editing in Photoshop.  For the sake of speed on this tutorial I did this part very fast with a 

simple cylindrical unwrap and some relaxing.  Please note I would never do a real unwrap like 

this. 



 
 

3. Now we can use simple planer maps to project textures onto our model.  I will use a front and 

side head picture on this guy.  Collapse your stack, this will save your saved Unwrap 2 into your 

model.  Now apply a new Unwrap UVW modifier to your model and leave it at map channel 1.  

Select all the faces on your model in edit mode and set your quick map to Y.  It might be 

different for your needs depending on the facing of your model but Y gives me a planer map 

from the front of my model.   

 



 
Hit the quick planer button and your model will have a new map channel 1 with a front planer 

map. 



 
4. Next assign a texture to the head in the material editor.  I am using these 2 textures I got from 

got3d.com.  Since I am doing the front of the head first I will obviously use the front texture. 

 



 
 



5. Clearly the texture and the UVs do not align but I can easily solve this by editing my UV’s in the 

Unwrapper now.  I open my Unwrap UVW and move the UV’s so the texture fits.  Don’t worry 

about things overlapping.  All you care about at this point is that it looks good from the front.   

Also I use the UV soft selection with falloff a lot at this stage. 

 

 

 



 
This took 5 minutes tops.  All I did was move the UVS in my planer view.  Notice it looks good 

from the front.  I did this super fast but it does the job.  Notice the side one is messed up.  It 

does not matter because you will be projecting the other image from the side. 

 

6.  Now we rip this texture from the frontal planer projection, map channel 1, to our master 

unwrap, map channel 2.  Select your model and go to Rendering/Render to texture.  Under Path 

set your output folder.  This is where your texture will be rendered to.  Under Mapping 

coordinates choose 2.  This will render to your map channel 2 UV set.  Under Output click add 

and choose diffuse map.  Now choose the diffuse size you want to output to.  I will do 1024 for 

this.  Click on Render to Files only and hit the render button.  There are many quality settings in 

both your material and renderer you can edit to get a better rip but I am not going to go into 

those here. 



 
 

This was my result. 



 
This looks as good as your initial map channel 2 unwrap did.  I made my fast and dirty and there 

is a lot of stretching. 

7. Now we do the side texture.  In your unwrap select all the faces again and quick planer in the X.  

Again this might be different for your model.  Now assign the side texture to your model. 

 



 
Again it does not look very good but all I need to do is go back into my unwrap and edit the new 

UVs. 

 
Again just quick and dirty for this.  I now rip my texture again.  It is important to note that when 

you render your texture out it takes the base name of your model.  You might want to rename 

your model as to not overwrite your original front texture.  I just named mine side. 

 



 
Now using Photoshop I blend the 2 textures together.  To make 



 
Again just quick and dirty.  Repeat as needed for top, bottom, back and any problem areas you 

need to fix.  This approach can also work to remove seams from a texture.  This texture will only 

be as good as the initial Unwrap UVW to map channel 2 so take your time on that one. 

 

Now we need to get our UV’s from map channel 2 into the default map channel 1.  You don’t 

have to do this step but it just makes things tidier.  

 

8. With your model selected go to Tools/Channel info.  Right click on Map2 and choose copy.  Right 

click on Map 1 and choose paste.  This moves your Unwrap UVW 2 to 1.  You can give it a name 

if you want.  It does not matter.  Now right click the map 2 and choose clear.  This will remove it 

from the model.  Collapse the model and assign your new blended texture. 



 



I hope this helps some of you out there.  This approach can be used for many different things 

beyond just projecting textures.  I wrote this real quick on my lunch break so I am sure it is full of 

errors and I will work on it if I have time. 

 

If you have any questions or suggestions feel free to contact me at jesse@jessebrophy.com 

 

Best 

Jesse 
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